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By the mean of this article we are going to put some light on trading scenarios. Like there are many
technical terms indulge with share and stock market out of them we have taken CIRCULAR
TRADING term for discussion and tell you what exactly this term stands for.

What kind of trading it is and what does it mean in the stock market? It is very prominent to know
how to keep away money loss in the world of share markets and especially for small scale traders.

Circular tradingÂ is basically a trade which is managed by a group of people who themselves rig the
price of shares. Let me clear you with the help of an example For e.g. Tom, Addy and Beck who are
having the authority of the same share â€œStock Aâ€• can easily do a circular trading between them by
transferring  Tom selling to Addy and Addy selling to Beck and Beck selling to Tom. By adapting the
procedure or you can say by doing this way they people will be able to increase or decrease the
share price since the business are performed between them. This is commonly made through in the
IPO shares while listing to make the clutter in the pock and to dispense the stocks.Â Regular traders
and small investors get trapped in this roguish, circular trading and lose their money. Avert trading in
IPO listing although it raises up 30% in a day, maximum of the IPOâ€™s cataloged will fall after the
initial craze is over. An alternate team of stocks which exert circular traders are penny stocks where
they will be capable to arrange the outcome of by means of deceit the price constantly for a number
of days and move out when the goal is cognizable. There is a way to recognize this is use
computation of trades for most of the trades will be done in stick out amount.Â It is very important for
day traders to get the knowledge of this type of concept if he or she is associated with the stock
market. Educate yourself and then trade because it is easy to make some handsome amount of
money from the stock market but you do not have any sort of knowledge regarding this then the
chance of losing money are more.
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